Fun in the sun (and bacteria)

While the state monitors the lakes in state parks, some other local lakes are not monitored.

By Luther Tucker

Although the Iowa Department of Natural Resources has been testing for bacteria in all of the state's public beaches, the quality of other public bodies of water is not guaranteed. These lakes maintained by Johnson County have no monitoring at all.

A beach monitoring program conducted by the SNH in the interest of public health and safety is a stepping stone for local government. Monitoring of beach quality in the state has been left to the discretion of the Department of Natural Resources, said A.D. Kesapsa, a water-quality monitoring specialist for the U.S. Geological Survey of Iowa State University.

As part of the National Lakeshore Conservation Board doesn't have the time or the resources to monitor the bacterial levels in the beach and water bodies, including the stillbirth Park on Highway 6 near Tiffin, and Harry Green Park, the beach director. The Kent Park, on the other hand, has been monitored by monitoring, including by treating algae, which is a necessary part of the process.

The monitoring program began three years ago, and since then, it has been monitored by the city only three times a year. In the last three years, the beach has been monitored at least once a year.

Shellfish monitoring at the Coralville Reservoir by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is conducted every two weeks, and John C. Quigley, the lake manager, has been a part of the monitoring process. Quigley has been monitoring the beach for over 10 years, and he said that he expects the water to be monitored more frequently. He said that the water quality in the lake has improved significantly over the past few years.

"There's no problem with the water quality or the fish. The problem is in the past few weeks. The water quality has improved significantly over the past few months. The water quality is now the best it's been in years."

"The water quality has improved significantly over the past few months. The water quality is now the best it's been in years."

By Lisa Rummel

A UI research team has identified a protein in skin cells that could change the diagnosis and treatment of skin cancer.

The team found that aggress­

"Prostate painless blood vessels in the tumor. The presence of these networks indicates certain aggressive treatments from working and cause the cancer to spread," said UI graduate student<br>

Angela Hess, a member of the research team.

The treatments include using drugs that reduce the formation of new vascular networks, as well as treatments that attack the cancer and acidify the blood supply.

However, if a tumor is able to create new blood vessels and feed itself, the treatment will not work. Blood vessels are beneficial to the cancer, and if the treatment is not working, then it might be better to treat the cancer with chemotherapy.

This research is a new way to think about (melanoma) treatment," she said.

Researchers are calling this finding "a paradigm shift" in cancer research, indicating that new treatments are needed for melanomas, and it allows them to see the progression of melanoma in real time, which can help them diagnose the cancer earlier.

By Anna Gassman

Lobster today, sushi tomorrow

The team found that aggress­

"Prostate painless blood vessels in the tumor. The presence of these networks indicates certain aggressive treatments from working and cause the cancer to spread," said UI graduate student<br>

Angela Hess, a member of the research team.

The treatments include using drugs that reduce the formation of new vascular networks, as well as treatments that attack the cancer and acidify the blood supply.

However, if a tumor is able to create new blood vessels and feed itself, the treatment will not work. Blood vessels are beneficial to the cancer, and if the treatment is not working, then it might be better to treat the cancer with chemotherapy.

This research is a new way to think about (melanoma) treatment," she said.

Researchers are calling this finding "a paradigm shift" in cancer research, indicating that new treatments are needed for melanomas, and it allows them to see the progression of melanoma in real time, which can help them diagnose the cancer earlier.
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Ismael Guadalupe, who Navy ignores protests, resumes bombing


NATION & WORLD

from Vieques in two years. dropped dummy bombs on the testers' claims that approximately 180 people were arrested for trespassing, Panel •

states in addition to during peak demand periods power prices in the West could affect the states such as North Korea as governments to call off its search. that Russia opposes. The hostage crisis Monday, again vowed to crush the guerrillas amid indications that they had been

Jacqueline Jackson yelled as military


Puerto Rico, could begin dropping inert bombs as early as 8 a.m. Monday.


The bombing posed a threat to the fence and security guard in April 1999.


This order moves sharply in Putin said. "We

relations between the two nations has to save."


He also expressed his satisfaction with how many hostages his group holds.


"We will do it before any negotiation, guerrilla no more talks to."


"We will not negotiate with terrorists, we will not talk to."


"We will not negotiate with terrorists, we will not talk to."


"This order moves sharply in Putin said. "We will not negotiate with terrorists, we will not talk to."

"Philippines leader offers negotiations" DAVAOGANGE, Philippines (AP) - President Joseph Emilio Estrada said Monday he will not be held hostage. The guerrillas have been demanding that Russia oppose.
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Continued From Page 1

The legislation that Congress approved late last week was met with muted praise by many state officials, who were particularly pleased by the reauthorization of the federal Medicaid program.

In a statement released yesterday, the National Governors Association said the bill was “a ray of hope for states that have been struggling to make ends meet.”

And in a separate letter to President Obama, the governors called for the passage of an “emergency economic stimulus plan” to help states address their fiscal challenges.

The legislation also includes a provision to extend the deadline for states to submit their fiscal plans, which was set for March 15.

In the meantime, governors are urging Congress to consider additional measures to help states cope with the economic crisis, including increased federal funding for state education and health care programs.

The legislation also includes a provision to extend the deadline for states to submit their fiscal plans, which was set for March 15.

In the meantime, governors are urging Congress to consider additional measures to help states cope with the economic crisis, including increased federal funding for state education and health care programs.
Reinstate work-study

It is imperative that our legislature have the voice of those who have experienced the advantages of the work-study experience — university, students, and state.

Our state university profits from the dedication and hard work of those involved in work-study. Departments are able to hire students for up to 10 hours per week with supplying only the cost of the wages. The work then, does not use added staff support without announcing all of their limited resources.

The state stands to benefit from the students' work as well by offering educational and career-building resources such as work-study, it is possible for Iowa to increase its retention rate of college students. Thus, it is within the state, perhaps even at one of its universities, as a result of work-study experience.

Above all, the students find great opportunities within the work-study program. It benefits students both financially and educationally. Undergraduate receive financial assistance and pay off their work for the work they do. Though, in the experience they gain through working for and being dedicated to their field of interest.

State funding for work-study has been cut for the 2001-02 academic years. Nevertheless, the Legislature has promised to continue to fund the students' work for 2001-02. It is imperative that our legislature hear the voice of those who have experienced the advantages of the work-study experience — university, students, and state.

Narosa multinational is a foreign-owned enterprise, an important prong of the work-study program.

Quoteworthy

"Iowa City, Iowa dad's house in Byer, is that these students will out jobs and without a form of funding.

However, the Legislature has not been fully supported by the state's resources.
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Iowa, have promised to... study... study

Nevertheless, the students... study... study
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In length.
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One letter per author per month, and... study... study
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Why he cautions his son not to... study... study

Robert Byrd, O-W.Va. and... study... study

Standing against the... study... study

During the debate... study... study
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Brooklyn, Iowa."

FORM OF FINANCIAL AID IS VALUABLE FOR ALL...

On the SPOT

How did you display your appreciation for your father this past Sunday?
Music Reviews

Reviews of the new albums from Blink 182 and Travis, as well as a glimpse at upcoming albums this summer:

Punking out on teenage angst

Blink 182

Actually, let us start at the beginning. Blink punk may be open to its own interpretation, but punk can make it a rule, with few exceptions, a rock band that sounds nothing like the rest. Punk has been around in some form or another for over a decade, and it is only now that it is gaining a foothold in the music industry. The band Blink 182 is a prime example of this.

The album's opening track has engulfed popular taste, becoming a hit. Although the band was not expected to be a hit, the album has sold over a million copies in the first week of release.

The band's music is a mix of punk and rock, and they have been able to maintain a loyal following over the years. The songs are short and to the point, with catchy hooks and memorable melodies.

Blink 182's Take Off Your Pants and Jacket received a 3.5 out of a possible 5 from music reviewer Dan Writmore.

Invisible Band

The Invisible Band, received a 3.5 out of a possible 5 in music reviews.

Japan faces for Pearl Harbor

As the debut of the movie Pearl Harbor, viral haircut pilot recalls the reality of the attack.

Gadson said...

Major K. Wuhan, Associated Press

The feat of a diamond ring. The invisible, the band that sounds nothing like the others. The band that made the guys famous. The band that made a worthy guitar-rock throughout the entire album. At

The Invisible Band

The Invisible Band

The band's album, "The Invisible Band," was released this month, and it has received a lot of attention from music critics and fans alike. The album features a variety of music styles, including rock, pop, and blues.
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Iowa Summer Festival Conference Series... Through June 27, Earle Phelan Reading and Hall. Coffee Break Seminar: "All You Ever Wanted to Know About Springing Vegetables," by Tom Burge, today at 12:30 a.m. in Room 6000 John Cotton Pavilion, UIC.
Baltic Studies Seminar, "Art in the Baltic," Linda Edwards, today at 3:30 p.m., Room 710, Pepple Hall.

TUESDAY PHONE TIME
7:00 1 - 3:30 3:30 5:30 1:00 3:30 6:00 8:00 5:30 10:00 11:00 11:30 8:00

horoscopes

Tuesday, June 21, 2011

ARIES (March 21-Apr. 19) Try to solve disputes with friends or relatives reasonably. An immediate assessment of your surroundings and life is probably the reason for the current state of confusion.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Matters pertaining to work may be taken care of before you'll be able to relax. Your professional attitude will be under scrutiny, it's wise to put in some overtime if necessary.
GEMINI (May 21-June 21) Find a way to control your emotions. You have to feel and act before you can restore and long-lasting, deep-rooted feelings. Look, and live, on your own.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) A dark cloud in the sky causes depression in the likely cause. You have to talk to your friends if they call for the last chance. You've got your mind on something else.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Theيز распространение. по имени с октября менять мнение. Буду рад познакомиться с вами.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Begin a new job or phase in your life. You'll be helped. You'll find that this can be the start of something.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) You need to get away from your routine. You personal life has been tiring, and changing your surroundings could be the answer. Get some professional help if you feel you're lost control.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Family members are likely to give you a hard time about the way you're handling personal matters. It's better not to include them in your plans if you wish to avoid interference. Fame and fortune are around the corner.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) You have the ability to discuss matters concerning your profession, but it might be that you find yourself in a stone. You'd better do something about it if you think about it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Having a hard time to focus your attention to the work you'll do. It will help you perform better in the field. The day when it will be finally clear.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) It's time to stop thinking too much about your personal life. It will help you perform better in the field. The day when it will be finally clear.
PIECES (Feb. 19-March 20) You're not likely to get your points of view hidden. You're ambitious and both ends against the middle for some time now. Make sure that the result is prepared to compromise. If you have compromised earlier, you wouldn't be in this situation.

quote of the day

You have to be true to yourself — it's your life. You are the masters of your destiny, and passion, not pedigree, will win in the end.

— Jon Bon Jovi, speaking to students at Oxford University.

Crossword

Number: 0056

clue

A very brief passage; a short summary, especially one of a poem
ABSTRACT

For complete TV listings and program guides, check out Arts and Entertainment at www.dailyiowan.com.

At the top of the page, there is a section titled "FOURTH FLOOR" with a quote about feeling tired by Troy Holtry.

At the bottom of the page, there is a section titled " quote of the day" with a quote by Jon Bon Jovi about passion and destiny.

The page also contains a crossword puzzle with the number 0056 and the clue "A very brief passage; a short summary, especially one of a poem" for the answer "ABSTRACT."
Cardinals roll over Cubs, 6-2

ST. LOUIS — Mark McEwen's three-run home run in the first inning put the exclamation point on a day in which the Cardinals beat the Chicago Cubs for the fifth time in six games. McEwen's three-run blast came on a 2-2 pitch off Cubs reliever Enrique Wilson. The Cards scored three runs in the first inning as they took advantage of two errors by Cubs pitcher John Tudor to lead 4-0 after one inning.

The Cubs scored twice in the second inning, but the Cardinals added two more runs in the third inning and never looked back.

McEwen's home run was one of four for the Cardinals on the afternoon.-Jerry Presley also homered for the Cards, who improved to 25-17 on the season.

The Cubs were 0-6 in their last six games before losing to the Cards. They are now 10-14 for the season.

```
Cardinals manager Whitey Herzog said after the game that his team had played well defensively and that the pitching had been good.```

```
```

Lakers promise a three-peat

The champion were greeted back home by a huge crowd.

By Ron Polk

LOS ANGELES - More than a hundred fans celebrated the Los Angeles Lakers' three-peat NBA championship Monday at the Forum, as the team returned home to the Hollywood jewel after winning their third straight championship.

```
Forward Nino Gattuso, center, and guard Earvin Johnson were among the players who greeted fans before the parade began.
```

```
```
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Goosen made sure his putts fell

U.S. OPEN

continued from page 10

first 10 holes, and faced with a rough lay on the slope to the 18th green, Goosen removed any risk. By forcing his drive about 100 feet back in the fairway, he made 8 for his round of 88.

The putter was well on the ball. All of his birdies left two putts from 6 feet to win. Sound familiar?

Goosen wanted to avoid a repeat of Tiger Woods's heroics. His hero lay put and dropped in the heart of the Iowa City golf course. Woods then made 6 out of 7.

"I wasn't going to run it back by myself," Goosen said. "I knew I was going to make 4 from where I was. I just wanted to make 6 and get out of here."

He knows as the U.S. Open champion no one can ever expect. This was expected to be about Tiger Woods giving for a fifth-straight win on the course this year, beginning with the U.S. Open and ending with the PGA Championship.

The 2001 Open was a new era for Goosen, who played the last 10 years of his career in the PGA until he retired in 2012 at the end of the Open. Goosen made his first 12 putts into the 18th green and scored 6 for his round of 68.

"I had to work hard for this," he said. "I was 3 under after nine. It was a long, long, stroke; it seems like a year, but it was only a month ago now."

Goosen earned $100,000, nearly as much as he would have in the European tour, and because only the second international player to make the 20 years to win the U.S. Open, he would be in the top 10 of the world. He was an African and a good friend Emo
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QUALITY CARE

THE NATURE CARE COMPANY

PART TIME DESK CLERK/ OFFICE ASSISTANT

Quality care, the Nature Care Company seeks a part time desk clerk to assist with the operation of our self storage facilities. Great customer service skills, an enthusiastic attitude, and a friendly personality are the primary job requirements. Previous office experience is helpful, but we’d be happy to train the right person. To apply, send us your resume, or apply in person at 212 First Street in Coralville.

EDUCATION

• Administrative Assistant, 6.5 hours/day, Kirkwood Elementary (Special Ed./Health, 1 on 1)
• Educational Assistant, 6.5 hours/day, Shimek Elementary (Special Ed./BD)
• Educational Assistant, 6 hours/day, Hom Elementary (BD)
• Educational Assistant, 7 hours/day, West High (Special Ed. MD)
• Educational Assistant, 1 hour/day, Wood Elementary
• Educational Assistant, 3 hours/day, Mann Elementary (Office)
• Educational Assistant, 6.5 hours/day, Mann Elementary (Classroom - 2 Positions)
• Educational Assistant, 6 hours/day, Mann Elementary (Classroom - 2 Positions)
• Educational Assistant, 5 hours/day, Mann Elementary (Classroom)

CLERICAL

• Principal’s Secretary, Weber Elementary
• Principal’s Secretary, South East Junior High (Year-Round)
• Media Secretary, Hom Elementary
• Guidance Secretary, City High (2 Positions)

FOOD SERVICE

• Lead Food Service Assistant, 3 hours/day, Twain Elementary
• Food Service Assistant, 6 hours/day (7:30am-2:00pm), City High

CUSTODIAL

• Night Custodian, 5 hours/day, Weber Elementary
• Night Custodian, 5 hours/day, Shimek Elementary
• Night Custodian, 8 hours/day, West High
• Head Day Custodian, 8 hours/day, Rosedale Elementary
• Head Day Custodian, 8 hours/day, Hom Elementary
• Finisher, 8 hours/day, Physical Plant

OTHER

• Family Support Worker, Penn Elementary, 8 in social work, counseling, or related field required, year-round position, full-time, 40 vacation days ($21,000 minimum salary)
• Family Support Worker, Penn Elementary, 8 in social work, counseling, or related field required, year-round position, full-time, 40 vacation days ($21,000 minimum salary)

To receive an application please contact:
Office of Human Resources
509 S. Dubuque St., Iowa City, IA 52240
www.lowacity.k12.ia.us
319-688-1000

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATES

• Educational Associate, 6.5 hours/day, Shimek Elementary (Special Ed. BD)
• Educational Associate, 7 hours/day, West High (Special Ed. MD)
• Educational Associate, 5 hours/day, Roseville Elementary
• Educational Associate, 6 hours/day, Hom Elementary
• Educational Associate, 7 hours/day, Mont Elementary (Classroom)
• Educational Associate, 5 hours/day, Mont Elementary (Classroom)

CLERICAL

• Principal’s Secretary, Weber Elementary
• Principal’s Secretary, South East Junior High (Year-Round)
• Media Secretary, Hom Elementary
• Guidance Secretary, City High (2 Positions)

The Iowa City Community School District has immediate openings for:

APARTMENT FOR RENT

www.bakerapartments.com

TIPS

On your next trip to Coralville, be sure to stop by the Newly Opened Park Place Apartments, 1526 5th Street. Coralville 354-0281

3 Bedroom

$525-$560

2 Bedroom

$590-$620

1 Bedroom

$525-$560

1 Bedroom

$590-$620
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**SPORTS**

**PIT season kicks off**

By Aimee Gable

The 15th season of Prince Time League baseball got underway Monday night at the Community Center, and fans got to see a glimpse of Iowa’s incoming talent.

In the 4:30 p.m. game, Iowa newcomers Erik Hennessy and Marlin Sommerseth, both forwards, competed head-to-head. Sommerseth, who plays for the Hawks’ Under-20 team, competed against his former teammate, who also had six boards and two assist. Hennessy outscored Minn-Dak, Mart. His 14 points helped the Hawks to a 66-50 victory.

Playing director Randy Lawson was pleased with the display, attributing the full house to the fresh faces on the court.

"One of the great things about this league in all the years that he has been here is VHS has seen these people playing basketball from an extra level of excitement to the games," he said.

In the 6 p.m. game, Duo-Transferred transfer point guard Kyle Reiner and Cortney Scott, both forwards, competed head-to-head. Reiner scored 19 points for Community and five boards. Henderson contributed 13 points and five boards. Henderson scored 19 points and seven rebounds for Lepic-Kroeger.

"I thought it was a great night to watch," said he and Leslie have said about their relationship.

The Seattle Mariners are the biggest surprise of the year; they lead the AL West. The Twins, who lead the AL Central, are also doing well. Barry Bonds is hitting homers at a pace never seen before. With no-hitters on the rise, it has been interesting to see all the Cubs fans coming to the games. A-Rod and Griffey have been able to enjoy relative success, while the Yankees and other big-budget teams have struggled.

Several seasons ago, when there weren't as many stars on the field, the game was quite different. Now that there are so many big-name stars, it's hard for players to make a name for themselves. However, it's not all bad news for the fans. With fewer stars on the field, the game is more exciting and unpredictable. Fans get to see different players every night, and there are more opportunities for up-and-coming players to make a name for themselves.

I'm a fan of many runs. Although no-hitters are impressive, they don't spark the same excitement as a game with a lot of scoring. However, it's still a thrill when a no-hitter is thrown. The way the game is played now is quite different from the way it used to be. With more stars on the field, the game is more exciting and unpredictable. Fans get to see different players every night, and there are more opportunities for up-and-coming players to make a name for themselves.

Wrigley Field changes will be unnoticeable

By Nancy Arnone

The North Side baseball club wants to expand and renovate its historic stadium.

"Our goal was to design a proper home for the fans," said the team's PR director, who was responsible for the stadium's look and feel.

Several seasons ago, when there weren't as many stars on the field, the game was quite different. Now that there are so many big-name stars, it's hard for players to make a name for themselves. However, it's not all bad news for the fans. With fewer stars on the field, the game is more exciting and unpredictable. Fans get to see different players every night, and there are more opportunities for up-and-coming players to make a name for themselves.